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Procrastinating about fD, fDs
at the B-factories

No! I am not Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to be;
Am an attendant lord, one that will do
To swell a progress, start a scene or two,
Advise the prince; no doubt, an easy tool,
Deferential, glad to be of use,
Politic, cautious, and meticulous;
Full of high sentence, but a bit obtuse;
At times, indeed, almost ridiculous —
Almost, at times, the Fool.

— from T.S. Eliot, The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock

the lattice results versus the threshold results are the main game

the temptation is to set the B-factory results to one side

this would be a mistake (although there are issues to address)
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Outline

1 Preliminary remarks

2 D+
s → K+K−e+ν

3 Brief reminder: D0 form factors and branching fractions
BaBar: D0 → K−e+ν
Belle: D0 → π−`+ν and K−`+ν

4 D+
s → µ+ν at the B-factories
BaBar, using charm tagging
Belle, using fit to the full event
combining the measurements
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BaBar D+
s → K+K−e+ν: (1) candidate selection

B. Aubert et al., Phys. Rev. D 78, 051101(R) (2008)

thrust axis determined:

cut | cos(θth)| < 0.6
divide event into hemispheres

select K+K− & e+, p∗e > 0.5 GeV
kinematic fit D+

s → K+K−e+ν

Ds -mass constraint
Ds direction from recoil
Eν from deficit in hemisphere
cut Pχ2 > 1%

bkgd suppression by two Fishers:
cc-vs-BB and signal-vs-cc

31,839 events in signal region:

80% purity
70% of bkgd φ + e
note S–P interference:
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BaBar D+
s → K+K−e+ν: (2) parameter extraction

BaBar PRD 78, 051101(R) cf. UKQCD: J. Gill, NPB(PS) 106, 391 (2002)

L fit to (q2, cos θe , cos θK, χ) ,
5× 5× 5× 5 bins

(0.22+0.12
−0.08 ± 0.03)% S-wave

Bφeν = (2.61± 0.03± 0.08± 0.15)%;

Ds → KKπ as reference

Single-pole dominance assumed:

rV = V (0)/A1(0)

= 1.849± 0.060± 0.095

r2 = A2(0)/A1(0)

= 0.763± 0.071± 0.065

mA = (2.28+0.23
−0.18 ± 0.018)GeV

A1(0) = 0.607± 0.011± 0.019± 0.018

consistent with quenched lattice, except rV [lattice has 1.35+0.08
−0.06]
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BaBar D0 → K−e+ν (D∗ tag, unfolding)
B. Aubert et al., Phys. Rev. D 76, 052005 (2007)

main sources of background arise from events with a kaon
and electron candidate. Such events come from !!4S"
decays and the continuum production of charmed hadrons.
Their contribution is reduced using variables sensitive to
the particle production characteristics that are different for
signal and background events.

A. Signal selection

Charged and neutral particles are boosted to the center of
mass system (c.m.) and the event thrust axis is determined.
The direction of this axis is required to be in the interval
j cos!"thrust"j< 0:6 to minimize the loss of particles in
regions close to the beam axis. A plane perpendicular to
the thrust axis is used to define two hemispheres, equiva-
lent to the two jets produced by quark fragmentation. In
each hemisphere, we search for pairs of oppositely charged
leptons and kaons. For the charged lepton candidates we
consider only electrons or positrons with c.m. momentum
greater than 0:5 GeV=c.

Since the #e momentum is unmeasured, a kinematic fit is
performed, constraining the invariant mass of the candidate
K#e$#e system to the D0 mass. In this fit, the D0 momen-
tum and the neutrino energy are estimated from the other,
charged and neutral, particles measured in the event.
Masses of charged particles are assigned according to the
information provided by particle identification algorithms.
The D0 direction is taken as the direction opposite to the
sum of the momenta of all reconstructed particles in the
event, except for the kaon and the positron associated with
the signal candidate. The energy of the jet is determined
from the total c.m. energy and from the measured masses
of the two jets. The neutrino energy is estimated as the
difference between the total energy of the jet containing the
kaon and the electron and the sum of the particle energies
in that hemisphere. A correction, which depends on the
value of the missing energy measured in the opposite jet, is
applied to account for the presence of missing energy due
to particles escaping detection, even in the absence of a
neutrino from the D0 decay.

The D0 candidate is retained if the $2 probability of the
kinematic fit exceeds 10#3. Detector performance for the
reconstruction of the D0 direction and for the missing
energy are measured using events in which the D0 decays
into K#%$. Corrections are applied to account for ob-
served differences between data and simulation. Each D0

candidate is combined with a charged pion, with the same
charge as the lepton, and situated in the same hemisphere.
The mass difference &!m" % m!D0%$" #m!D0" is eval-
uated and is shown in Fig. 1. This distribution contains
events which in addition pass the requirements on the
Fisher discriminant FB !B suppressing B !B background and
also give a satisfactory kinematic fit constraining the in-
variant D& mass which is described in Section IV C. This
last requirement is the reason of the slow decrease of the
&!m" distribution. At large &!m" values, there is a small

excess of background in data and the simulation is rescaled
accordingly, in Sec. VA 5, to determine the signal compo-
nent. Only events with &!m"< 0:16 GeV=c2 are used in
the analysis.

B. Background rejection

Background events arise from !!4S" decays and had-
ronic events from the continuum. Three variables are used
to reduce the contribution from B !B events: R2 (the ratio
between the second and zeroth order Fox-Wolfram mo-
ments [26]), the total charged and neutral multiplicity and
the momentum of the soft pion (%s) from the D&$.

These variables exploit the topological differences be-
tween events with B decays and events with c !c fragmenta-
tion. The particle distribution in !!4S" decay events tends
to be isotropic as the B mesons are produced near thresh-
old, while the distribution in c !c events is jetlike as the c.m.
energy is well above the charm threshold. This also results
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FIG. 1 (color online). Comparison of the &!m" distributions
from data and simulated events. MC events have been normal-
ized to the sample luminosity according to the different cross
sections. An excess of background events of the order of 5% is
observed for large values of &!m". The background component
expected from light quarks is not visible with this scale. The
arrow indicates the additional selection applied for the q2

distribution measurement.
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C. q2 measurement

To improve the accuracy of the reconstructed D0 mo-
mentum, the nominal D!" mass is added as a constraint in
the previous fit and only events with a !2 probability
higher than 1% are kept (Fig. 1 is obtained requiring
only that the fit has converged). It is verified that the
sample composition of the nonpeaking background does
not depend on this last condition. The measured q2r distri-
bution, where q2r # $pD % pK&2, is given in Fig. 5. There
are 85 260 selected D0 candidates containing an estimated
number of 11280 background events. The nonpeaking
component comprises 54% of the background.

To obtain the true q2 distribution, the measured one has
to be corrected for selection efficiency and detector reso-
lution effects. This is done using an unfolding algorithm
based on MC simulation of these effects.

The variation of the selection efficiency as a function of
q2 is given in Fig. 6. The resolution of the q2 measurement
for signal events is obtained from MC simulation. The
resolution function can be fitted by the sum of two
Gaussian functions, with standard deviations "1 #
0:066 GeV2 and "2 # 0:219 GeV2, respectively. The nar-
row component corresponds to 40% of the events.

To obtain the unfolded q2 distribution for signal events,
corrected for resolution and acceptance effects, the
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [27] of the resolu-
tion matrix has been used. This method uses a two-
dimensional matrix which relates the generated q2 distri-
bution to the detected distribution, q2r , as input. After
subtracting the estimated background contribution, the
measured binned q2r distribution is linearly transformed

into the unfolded q2 distribution. This approach provides
the full covariance matrix for the bin contents of the
unfolded distribution. Singular values (SV) are ordered
by decreasing values. These values contain the information
needed to transform the measured distribution into the
unfolded spectrum, along with statistical uncertainties
from fluctuations. Not all SV are relevant; nonsignificant
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FIG. 5 (color online). The measured q2r distribution (data
points) compared to the sum of the estimated background and
of the fitted signal components.
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FIG. 6. The efficiency as a function of q2, measured with
simulated signal events, after all selection criteria applied.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Distribution of the values of the Fisher
variable in the signal region (#$m&< 0:16 GeV=c2 in (a), and for
masses above the signal region (#$m&> 0:16 GeV=c2 in (b).
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BaBar D0 → K−e+ν (D∗ tag, unfolding)
B. Aubert et al., Phys. Rev. D 76, 052005 (2007)
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from data and simulated events. MC events have been normal-
ized to the sample luminosity according to the different cross
sections. An excess of background events of the order of 5% is
observed for large values of &!m". The background component
expected from light quarks is not visible with this scale. The
arrow indicates the additional selection applied for the q2

distribution measurement.
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values have zero mean and standard deviation equal to
unity [27]. Using toy simulations, we find that seven SV
have to be kept with events distributed over ten bins in q2.
Because the measurement of the form-factor parameters
relies on the measured q2r distribution, it does not require
unfolding, and is independent of this particular choice.

V. RESULTS ON THE q2 DEPENDENCE OF THE
HADRONIC FORM FACTOR

The unfolded q2 distribution, normalized to unity, is
presented in Fig. 7 and in Table II. Also given in this table
are the statistical and total uncertainties and the correla-
tions of the data in the ten bins. Figure 7 shows the result of
fits to the data for two parameterizations of the form factor
with a single free parameter, the simple pole and the
modified pole ansatz. Both fitted distributions agree well
with the data.

A summary of these and other form-factor parameter-
izations is given in Table III. These results will be dis-
cussed in detail in Sec. V B.

The fit to a model is done by comparing the number of
events measured in a given bin of q2 with the expectation
from the exact analytic integration of the expression

TABLE II. Statistical and total uncertainty matrices for the normalized decay distribution (corrected for acceptance and finite
resolution effects) in ten bins of q2 from 0 to 2 GeV2, and for the ratio RD (see Section VI). The total decay distribution has been
normalized to unity for q2 varying over ten 0:2 GeV2 intervals. The uncertainty matrices are provided for both the statistical (upper
half ) and total (lower half ) uncertainties. The uncertainty on each measured value (!i) is given along the diagonal. Off-diagonal terms
correspond to the correlation coefficients ("ij). From this information, the error covariance matrix elements correspond to: !ii ! !2

i
and !ij ! "ij!i!j and the matrix is symmetric relative to the diagonal.

q2 bin (GeV2) [0, 0.2] [0.2, 0.4] [0.4, 0.6] [0.6, 0.8] [0.8, 1.0] [1.0, 1.2] [1.2, 1.4] [1.4, 1.6] [1.6, 1.8] [1.8, 2.0]

RD and 0.9269
fractions 0.2008 0.1840 0.1632 0.1402 0.1122 0.0874 0.0602 0.0367 0.0146 0.0007

statistical 0.0072 0.166 0.122 0.111 0.107 0.107 0.102 0.101 0.116 0.081 0.060
uncertainties 0.0031 "0:451 "0:155 0.117 0.005 0.023 0.002 0.002 "0:002 "0:002
and 0.0037 "0:225 "0:304 0.095 0.041 "0:025 "0:005 0.005 "0:005
correlations 0.0033 "0:155 "0:345 0.079 0.058 "0:018 "0:010 "0:006

0.0029 "0:113 0.352 0.058 0.066 "0:013 "0:024
0.0025 0.073 "0:345 0.018 0.075 0.067

0.0020 "0:029 "0:329 "0:004 0.060
0.0016 0.110 "0:339 "0:347

0.0011 0.217 0.012
0.00075 0.965

0.000057
Total 0.0139"0:154 0.071 0.034 0.092 0.046 0.085 0.231 0.271 0.202 0.179
Uncertainties 0.0042 "0:449 "0:249 0.023 0.097 0.095 "0:242 "0:116 "0:085 "0:075
and 0.0040 "0:094 "0:243 0.000 0.024 0.006 "0:056 "0:079 "0:071
Correlations 0.0034 "0:123 "0:374 0.046 0.067 "0:054 "0:048 "0:041

0.0030 "0:127 0.320 0.087 0.048 "0:041 "0:050
0.0026 0.038 "0:324 0.038 0.092 0.082

0.0022 0.090 "0:234 0.028 0.071
0.0018 0.179 "0:189 "0:209

0.0012 0.416 0.252
0.0009 0.974

0.000069
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FIG. 7 (color online). Comparison between the normalized
unfolded q2 distribution obtained from this analysis, and those
corresponding to two fitted models. Lower plot gives the differ-
ence between measured and fitted distributions. The error bars
represent statistical errors only.
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BaBar D0 → K−e+ν
B. Aubert et al., Phys. Rev. D 76, 052005 (2007)

f+(q2)/f+(0) comparison
with FOCUS, lattice

B. Comparison with expectations and with other
measurements

The summary of the fits to the normalized q2 distribu-
tions are presented in Table III. As long as we allow the
form-factor parameters to be free in the fit, the fitted
distributions agree well with the data and it is not possible
to reject any of the parameterizations.

However, if the form-factor parameters are constrained
to specific predicted values, the agreement is not good. For
the ISGW2 model, the predicted dependence of the form
factor on q2 disagrees with the data (see Table III) and the
fitted value of the parameter !I differs from the predicted
value, !I ! 0:104 GeV"2 by more than a factor two.

As observed by previous experiments, the simple pole
model ansatz, with mpole ! mD#

s
! 2:112 GeV=c2 does

not reproduce the measurements. This means that the con-
tribution from the continuum DK interaction cannot be
neglected. If one introduces a second parameter "pole to
account for contributions from an effective pole at higher
mass [see Eq. (10)] the two parameters are fully correlated
and there is no unique solution, as illustrated in Fig. 8. The
modified pole ansatz corresponds to "pole ! 0.

In Table VI the fitted parameters for the simple pole
ansatz and the modified pole [11] ansatz are compared for
different experiments. The fitted pole masses are all well
below the mass of the D#

s meson. The results presented
here are consistent within the stated uncertainties with
earlier measurements. Except for the BELLE measure-
ment, all other measurements appear to favor a value of
!pole that is lower than the value predicted by lattice QCD,
namely !pole ! 0:50$ 0:04.

In Fig. 10, the dependence of the form factor on q2 is
presented. The data are compared to earlier measurements
by the FOCUS experiment, as well as with predictions
from lattice QCD calculations [19]. As stated above, the
data favor a somewhat lower value for !pole.

The data have also been mapped into the variable z.
Figure 11 shows the product P%!% f& as a function of
z. By convention, this quantity is constrained to unity at
z ! zmax, which corresponds to q2 ! 0. We perform a fit to
a polynomial, P%!% f& ' 1& r1z& r2z2. The data are
compatible with a linear dependence, which is fully con-
sistent with the modified pole ansatz for f&(q2), as illus-
trated in Fig. 11.

TABLE VI. Fitted values for the parameters corresponding,
respectively, to a pole mass and a modified pole mass model
for the form-factor.

Experiment mpole (GeV=c2) !pole

CLEO [4] 1:89$ 0:05&0:04
"0:03 0:36$ 0:10&0:03

"0:07
FOCUS [5] 1:93$ 0:05$ 0:03 0:28$ 0:08$ 0:07
BELLE [6] 1:82$ 0:04$ 0:03 0:52$ 0:08$ 0:06
This analysis 1:884$ 0:012$ 0:016 0:38$ 0:02$ 0:03
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q2(GeV2)

f +(
q2 ) /
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BABAR
FOCUS
Lattice-QCD (!pole = 0.50(4))

FIG. 10 (color online). Comparison of the measured variation
of f&(q2)=f&(0) obtained in the present analysis and in the
FOCUS experiment [5]. The band corresponds to lattice QCD
[19] with the estimated uncertainty.

TABLE V. Summary of systematic uncertainties on the fitted parameters.

Source "(mpole) "!pole "(!I) "(r1) "(r2)
(MeV=c2) ( % 0:01) ( % 0:001 GeV"2) ( % 0:01)

c-hadronization tuning 3.0 0.6 1.1 6.7 1.4
Reconstruction algorithm 7.8 1.6 3.1 6.5 0.2
Resolution on q2 3.4 0.7 1.4 3.0 2.1
Particle ID 5.5 1.1 2.3 3.8 0.4
Background estimate 9.9 1.8 4.0 16.5 2.6
Fitting procedure 6.3 1.4 3.1 13.0 3.6
Total 15.8 3.1 6.6 23.5 5.1

B. AUBERT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 76, 052005 (2007)

052005-14

also using z quantity
(see R.J. Hill, passim)

VI. BRANCHING FRACTION MEASUREMENT

The D0 ! K!e"!e branching fraction is measured rela-
tive to the reference decay channel, D0 ! K!"". Events
with a radiated photon are included in the signal sample.
Specifically, we compare the ratio of rates for the decay
chains D#" ! D0"", D0 ! K!e"!e$#%, and D0 !
K!""$#% in data and simulated events; this way, many
systematic uncertainties cancel,
 

RD &B$D0 ! K!e"!e$#%%data
B$D0 !K!""$#%%data

&B$D0 ! K!e"!e%MC

B$D0 !K!""%MC
'N$c !c%Ke!

N$c !c%K"
' L$data%K"

L$data%Ke!

'N$D0 !K!e"!e%data
N$D0 !K!e"!e%MC

' N$D0 ! K!""%MC

N$D0 ! K!""%data

' $$D0 !K!e"!e%MC

$$D0 !K!e"!e%data
' $$D0 !K!""%data

$$D0 !K!""%MC
(15)

(to simplify these expressions, apart in the first fraction, the
notation for radiated #$s% has been omitted.)

The first line in this expression is the ratio of the branch-
ing fractions for the two channels used in the simulation:

 

B$D0 ! K!e"!e%MC

B$D0 ! K!""%MC
& 0:0364

0:0383
: (16)

The second line is the ratio of the number of c !c simu-
lated events and the integrated luminosities for the two

channels:

 

N$c !c%Ke!

N$c !c%K"

L$data%K"

L$data%Ke!
& 117:0' 106

117:3' 106
' 73:43 fb!1

74:27 fb!1 (17)

The third line corresponds to the ratios of measured
numbers of signal events in data and in simulation, and
the last line gives the ratios of the efficiencies to data and
simulation.

A. Selection of candidate signal events

The selection of D0 ! K!e"!e candidates is explained
in Secs. IVA and IV B. For the rate measurement, the
constraint on the D#" mass is not applied and also the
momentum of the soft pion candidate is not included in the
Fisher discriminant variable designed to suppressB !B back-
ground. Since generic simulated signal events used in this
measurement have been generated with the ISGW2 model,
they have been weighted so that their q2 distribution agrees
with the measurement presented in this paper.
Furthermore, we require for the Fisher discriminant FB !B >
0 and restrict %$m%< 0:16 GeV=c2. After background
subtraction, there remain 76283( 323 and 95302( 309
events in data and simulation, respectively. This gives

 

N$D0 ! K!e"!e%data
N$D0 ! K!e"!e%MC

& 0:8004( 0:0043: (18)

To select D0 ! K!"" candidates, the same data
samples are used (in practice the overlap between the
two data sets is higher than 95%) and particles, in each
event, are selected in the same way. The same selection
criteria on the Fisher discriminant to suppress B !B-events,
on the thrust axis direction and on other common variables
are applied. Events are also analyzed in the same way, with
two hemispheres defined from the thrust axis. In each
hemisphere a D0 candidate is reconstructed by combining
a charged K with a pion of opposite sign. These tracks have
to form a vertex and the K" mass must be within the range
)1:77; 1:95* GeV=c2. Another charged pion of appropriate
sign is added to form a D#" candidate.

In addition, the following selection criteria are used:
(i) the fraction of the beam momentum, in the c.m.

frame, taken by the D# candidate must exceed 0.48
to remove contributions from B !B events;

(ii) the measured D0 mass must be in the range between
1.83 and 1:89 GeV=c2. This requirement eliminates
possible contributions from remaining D0 ! K!K"

or """! decays [see Fig. 12(a)];
(iii) the vertex fits for the D0 and D# have to converge.

The %$m% distribution for candidate events is shown in
Fig. 12(c). The following components contribute to the
D#" signal [see Fig. 12(b)]:

(i) D0 ! K!"" with no extra photon;
(ii) D0 ! K!"" with at least one extra photon;

(iii) D0 ! K!""$#% where a "", mainly from the D#",
decays into a muon.

1
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-0.05 -0.025 0 0.025 0.05
-z

P 
!

 f + 
(z

) /
 P

 !
 f +(

z m
ax

)   Modif. pole fit
BaBar

FIG. 11 (color online). Measured values for P'"' f"$z%,
normalized to unity for z & zmax & 0:051, are plotted versus !z.
The straight lines represent the result for the modified pole
ansatz, the fit in the center and the statistical and total uncer-
tainty.
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excludes ISGW2 and simple pole m = mD∗s ; modified pole OK
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Belle D0 → π−`+ν and K−`+ν
L. Widhalm et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 061804 (2006)

parameter of the model, calculated for the K mode as
!I!K" # 0:47 GeV$2c2.

The measured q2 distribution is fitted with 2 free pa-
rameters to the predicted differential decay width d!=dq2

of the different models with f%!0" being one of the pa-
rameters, and mpole, !p, or !I the other. Binning effects
are accounted for by averaging the model functions within
individual q2 bins. The fit to the simple pole model
yields mpole!K$‘%""#1:82&0:04stat&0:03syst GeV=c2

(#2=ndf # 34=28) and mpole!$$‘%"" # 1:97& 0:08stat &
0:04syst GeV=c2 (#2=ndf # 6:2=10), in agreement with
results from CLEO [5] and FOCUS [8]. While the pole
mass for the $‘" decay agrees within errors with the
predicted value, m!D'", the more accurate fit of
mpole!K‘"" is several standard deviations below m!D'

s".
In the modified pole model, !p describes this deviation
of the real poles from the m!D'

!s"" masses. Fixing these
masses to their known experimental values, a fit of !p

yields !p!D0 ! K$‘%"" # 0:52& 0:08stat & 0:06syst
(#2=ndf # 31=28) and !p!D0 ! $$‘%"" # 0:10&
0:21stat & 0:10syst (#2=ndf # 6:4=10). Finally, a fit of the
parameter !I in the ISGW2 model yields !I!D0 !
K$e%"" # 0:51& 0:03stat & 0:03syst GeV$2c2 (#2=ndf #
33=28) and !I!D0 ! $$e%"" # 0:60& 0:10stat &
0:09syst GeV$2c2 (#2=ndf # 7:0=10). Systematic uncer-
tainties were studied using a toy MC model where the

exact simple pole model distributions for signal were
randomly smeared according to the Gaussian errors found
in the data. The fit reproduces the input pole masses
without any significant bias; a shift of 1.2% (0:3%stat)
observed in the pion mode was included in the systematic
error. The subtracted background levels, which cause a
correlation between q2 bins, were also varied in this toy
MC model.

The fitted values for fK;$
% !0" vary little for the different

fits, for the modified pole model the results are fK%!0" #
0:695& 0:007stat & 0:022syst and f$%!0" # 0:624&
0:020stat & 0:030syst; for the ratio (refitted without correla-
tions due to normalization) we find

 

f$%!0"2jVcdj2
fK%!0"2jVcsj2

# 0:042& 0:003stat & 0:003syst; (4)

which is consistent within errors with the model-
independent result using only the data in the first $‘" q2

bin (q2 < 0:3 GeV2=c2). A recent theoretical prediction
for the ratio [1] is 0:040& 0:002stat & 0:005syst. Our result
(4) is in good agreement with those from CLEO [5] and
FOCUS [14], which measure slightly lower values.

The measured form factors fK;$% !q2" are shown in Fig. 2
with predictions of the simple pole model, unquenched [2]
and quenched [3] lattice QCD (LQCD). To obtain a con-
tinuous curve for f% from the LQCD values reported at
discrete q2 points, the values were fitted by a parabola,
which is found to fit well within the stated theoretical
errors and is not associated with any specific model. To
quantify the degree of agreement, we calculate #2=ndf
between our measurement and the interpolated LQCD
curve within the q2 range for which LQCD predictions
are made. We find a #2=ndf of 28=18 (34=23) for the kaon
modes and 9:8=5 (3:4=5) for the pion modes; correlations
induced by the fit of the calculated q2 points to a parabola
have been considered.

In conclusion, our measurement of the semileptonic
D0 ! K!$"‘" decays yields absolute branching fractions
in agreement with other new measurements, and the first
measurement of the absolute branching fraction, B!D0 !
$$&%"". The good q2 resolution results in substantially
improved measurements of D0 ! K$!$$"e%" f%!q2"
distributions.

We thank the KEKB group for excellent operation of the
accelerator, the KEK cryogenics group for efficient sole-
noid operations, and the KEK computer group and the NII
for valuable computing and Super-SINET network sup-
port. We acknowledge support from MEXT and JSPS
(Japan); ARC and DEST (Australia); NSFC and KIP of
CAS (contract Nos. 10575109 and IHEP-U-503, China);
DST (India); the BK21 program of MOEHRD, and the
CHEP SRC and BR (Grant No. R01-2005-000-10089-0)
programs of KOSEF (Korea); KBN (Contract No. 2P03B
01324, Poland); MIST (Russia); ARRS (Slovenia); SNSF
(Switzerland); NSC and MOE (Taiwan); and DOE (USA).
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BaBar D+
s → µ+ν: (1) tagging

B. Aubert et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 141801 (2007)

Analysis based on charm tagging to improve S/B:

fully-reconstructed charm meson required in one hemisphere:
D0 → K−π+(π0), K−π+π−π+

D∗+ → π+D0[→ K0
Sπ+π−(π0), K0

SK+K−, K0
Sπ0]

D+ → K−π+π+(π0), K0
Sπ+(π0), K0

Sπ+π−π+, K+K−π+, K0
SK+

D+
s → K0

SK+, φρ+

energetic D(s) required, selecting e+e− → cc (not BB → D(s)X )
〈ncand〉 = 1.2: choose (higher-purity mode, better vtx quality)
reconstruct D∗

s → γD+
s [→ µ+ν] in recoil hemisphere: use ∆M

Requiring µ+ in the recoil:

signal: µ± 2σ

sideband: µ± [3σ, 6σ]

5× 105 net signal

[non-Kπ modes rescaled here →]
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BaBar D+
s → µ+ν: (2) signal selection

B. Aubert et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 141801 (2007)

µ: nonshowering tracks in the IFR; p∗µ > 1.2 GeV [εµ ∼ 70%, επ ∼ 2.5%]

γ: unassociated cluster in EFC; E ∗γ > 0.115 GeV
ν: three-stage procedure, including constraint

(E∗
miss , ~p

∗
miss) from tag + other {tracks, γ}; E∗

miss > 0.38 GeV
minimise |~p∗miss − ~p∗ν | under D+

s → µ+ν mass constraint
cut |~p∗miss | − |~p∗ν | > −0.06 GeV to reject e+e− → cc bkgds

cuts vs bkgd:

{
particle loss θ∗ν > 38◦

combinatorial cos αµ,Ds < 0.90, p∗D∗
s

> 3.55 GeV

[42%] {false,misrecon} tags:
use tag sidebands

[26%] semileptonic decays:
e±, reweighted {ε, Ω} →

[20%] non-signal D+
(s) → µ+ν

[ 1%] D∗s → γD+
s [ντ+{→ νπ+(π0)}]

[10%] broken signal; mis-ID; . . .
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BaBar D+
s → µ+ν: (3) signal yield

B. Aubert et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 141801 (2007)

subtract tag sidebands

subtract scaled e±

∆M = M(µνγ)−M(µν)

fit Nsig fsig + Nbkgd fbkgd :
[systematics from MC fbkgd ]

Nsig = 489± 55 −→

cf. D∗
s → γD+

s [→ φπ+]

vtx fits to φ, Ds

K+K− ∈ mφ ± 2σ
[effective “φ” defn]

criteria as for µν
Nφπ = 2093± 99
[cf. Nf0π = 48± 23 in MC]
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BaBar D+
s → µ+ν: (4) interpretation → fDs

B. Aubert et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 141801 (2007)

tag efficiency ≈ cancels in the ratio

K+K− −→ higher rate of incorrect tag choice:
−1.4% correction applied

MC D∗
s momentum distribution corrected −→ data

systematics [mostly using control samples in data]:
corrections; selection criteria; vtx fit P; particle ID; MC stats

Γµν/Γφπ = 0.143± 0.018± 0.005

BaBar B(D+
s → φπ+) = (4.71± 0.46)% chosen for normalisation:

issue here in choice of M(K+K−) window — changes meaning of “φ”
bypass this here for a few minutes

BaBar: B(D+
s → µ+ν) = (6.74± 0.83± 0.26± 0.66)× 10−3

BaBar: fDs = (283± 17± 7± 14) MeV
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Belle D+
s → µ+ν: (1) event selection prelim. to tag

L. Widhalm et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 241801 (2008)

Selection of e+e− → DKX D∗
s [→ γDs{→ µν}] events in 548 fb−1 of data

X = n · π± + m · γ ; m = 0, 1; 6K

tracks: plab > 100 MeV
L cut to ID K-vs-π
e,µ: plab > 500 MeV

photons: E lab > f (θlab),
50–150 MeV

π0, K0
S recon as usual

D0,+ → K + n · π recon:

n = 1, 2, 3;
∑

B ∼ 25%
M-constrained-vtx-fit,
Pχ2 > 0.1%

require Mrecoil(DKX ) ∈ mD∗s ± 150 MeV

!"#!!

$ $%

& ' $!

"

! !!!!

&

(

(

"

#

#

FIG. 1. Scheme of reconstructed event topology.

to a purely random best candidate selection, but with smoother distributions since all pos-
sible reconstructions of each event enter the histograms. For a detailed discussion of the
implications of this method, please refer to [5].

This analysis studies events of the type e+e! ! D"
sD

±,0K±,0X (Fig. 1), where X can
be any number of additional pions from fragmentation, and up to one photon2. The tag side
consists of a D- and a K-meson (in any charge combination), the signal side of a D"

s meson
decaying to Ds!.

Tracks are detected with the drift chamber (CDC) and the silicon vertex detector (SVD).
They are required to have at least one associated hit in the SVD and an impact parameter
with respect to the interaction point in the radial direction of less than 2 cm and in the beam
direction of less than 4 cm. Tracks are also required to have momentum in the laboratory
frame greater than 92 MeV/c. A likelihood ratio for a given track to be a kaon or pion, which
was required to be larger than 50%, was obtained by utilising specific ionisation energy loss
measurements made with the CDC, light yield measurements from the ACC, and time of
flight information from the TOF. Lepton candidates were required to have momentum in the
lab frame larger than 500 MeV/c. For electron identification we use position, cluster energy,
shower shape in the ECL, combined with track momentum and dE/dx measurements in
the CDC and hits in the ACC. For muon identification, we extrapolate the CDC track to
the KLM and compare the measured range and transverse deviation in the KLM with the
expected values. Photons are required to have energies in the laboratory frame greater than
100 MeV in the region 17# < " < 32#, greater than 50 MeV in the region 32# < " < 130#,
greater than 150 MeV in the region 130# < " < 150#, and are rejected otherwise.

Neutral pion candidates are reconstructed using !! pairs with invariant mass within
±10 MeV/c2 of the nominal #0 mass. Neutral kaon candidates are selected using the standard
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shower shape in the ECL, combined with track momentum and dE/dx measurements in
the CDC and hits in the ACC. For muon identification, we extrapolate the CDC track to
the KLM and compare the measured range and transverse deviation in the KLM with the
expected values. Photons are required to have energies in the laboratory frame greater than
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frame greater than 92 MeV/c. A likelihood ratio for a given track to be a kaon or pion, which
was required to be larger than 50%, was obtained by utilising specific ionisation energy loss
measurements made with the CDC, light yield measurements from the ACC, and time of
flight information from the TOF. Lepton candidates were required to have momentum in the
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shower shape in the ECL, combined with track momentum and dE/dx measurements in
the CDC and hits in the ACC. For muon identification, we extrapolate the CDC track to
the KLM and compare the measured range and transverse deviation in the KLM with the
expected values. Photons are required to have energies in the laboratory frame greater than
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±10 MeV/c2 of the nominal #0 mass. Neutral kaon candidates are selected using the standard
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was required to be larger than 50%, was obtained by utilising specific ionisation energy loss
measurements made with the CDC, light yield measurements from the ACC, and time of
flight information from the TOF. Lepton candidates were required to have momentum in the
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shower shape in the ECL, combined with track momentum and dE/dx measurements in
the CDC and hits in the ACC. For muon identification, we extrapolate the CDC track to
the KLM and compare the measured range and transverse deviation in the KLM with the
expected values. Photons are required to have energies in the laboratory frame greater than
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±10 MeV/c2 of the nominal #0 mass. Neutral kaon candidates are selected using the standard
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was required to be larger than 50%, was obtained by utilising specific ionisation energy loss
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expected values. Photons are required to have energies in the laboratory frame greater than
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sD

±,0K±,0X (Fig. 1), where X can
be any number of additional pions from fragmentation, and up to one photon2. The tag side
consists of a D- and a K-meson (in any charge combination), the signal side of a D"

s meson
decaying to Ds!.

Tracks are detected with the drift chamber (CDC) and the silicon vertex detector (SVD).
They are required to have at least one associated hit in the SVD and an impact parameter
with respect to the interaction point in the radial direction of less than 2 cm and in the beam
direction of less than 4 cm. Tracks are also required to have momentum in the laboratory
frame greater than 92 MeV/c. A likelihood ratio for a given track to be a kaon or pion, which
was required to be larger than 50%, was obtained by utilising specific ionisation energy loss
measurements made with the CDC, light yield measurements from the ACC, and time of
flight information from the TOF. Lepton candidates were required to have momentum in the
lab frame larger than 500 MeV/c. For electron identification we use position, cluster energy,
shower shape in the ECL, combined with track momentum and dE/dx measurements in
the CDC and hits in the ACC. For muon identification, we extrapolate the CDC track to
the KLM and compare the measured range and transverse deviation in the KLM with the
expected values. Photons are required to have energies in the laboratory frame greater than
100 MeV in the region 17# < " < 32#, greater than 50 MeV in the region 32# < " < 130#,
greater than 150 MeV in the region 130# < " < 150#, and are rejected otherwise.

Neutral pion candidates are reconstructed using !! pairs with invariant mass within
±10 MeV/c2 of the nominal #0 mass. Neutral kaon candidates are selected using the standard

2it has been found that events with additional kaons or more than one photon have a too bad
signal/background ratio and have been therefore excluded

3
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Belle D+
s → µ+ν: (2) cleanup; “inverse fit” and tag

L. Widhalm et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 241801 (2008)

γ consistent D∗
s → γDs ;

M ∈ mDs ± 150 MeV
tagging K: p∗K < 2 GeV
tagging D: p∗D > 2 GeV
signal γ: E lab

γ > 150 MeV

M-constrained “inverse” fit for
[i.e. fit to all event sans] D∗

s & Ds

require Pχ2 > 1%

〈ncand〉 ∼ 2

D,K flavour(s) opp. D∗
s :

right-sign event

else: wrong-sign (→ bkgd model)

recoil distns shown, with fitted backgrounds
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Belle D+
s → µ+ν: (3) µν events among the Ds tags

L. Widhalm et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 241801 (2008)

select subset satisfying

µ± matching D±
s

no extra tracks

surplus γ: energy cuts

eν is a model for a.a. bkgds:

[18%] non-Ds

[ 7%] leptonic τ

[ 4%] semileptonic Ds

M2
recoil ∼ m2

ν shown: −→
N rec

Ds
= 32100±870±1210

N rec
µν = 169± 16± 8

Bµν = (6.44± 0.76± 0.57)× 10−3
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Belle D+
s → µ+ν: (4) suppressed details

L. Widhalm et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 241801 (2008)

variation of fit behaviour with multiplicity nX is taken into account
real analysis is done in nX bins, taking care of data/MC disagreement

ing from 3 to 8) and the recoil mass Mrec!DKX!" are fitted
to the RS and WS data distributions. The two-dimensional
data distribution of Ds-tags is shown in Fig. 2, top. Signal
shapes for different values of nTX (ranging from 3 to 9 [13])
are modeled with generic MC simulation [14], which has
been filtered at the generator level for events of the type
e#e$ ! D%

sDKX. The weights of these components, wDs
i ,

i & 3; . . . ; 8, are free parameters in the fit to the data. As a
model for the background in the RS sample, the WS data
sample is used. The relative normalizations of WS and RS
(which vary with nRX) are another six fit parameters. Since
the WS sample contains some signal ('10% of the RS
signal), these signal components for different nTX values are
also included in the fit as independent parameters. As a
cross check, the fit has also been performed using generic
MC RS-sample backgrounds, which gives a negligible
change in the results. A further cross check involved the
random division of the MC sample into two halves, using
the shapes of the first half to fit the signal in the second.
The resulting weights as a function of nTX fit to a constant of
0:990( 0:046, which agrees well with the expectation of
1. The total number of reconstructed Ds-tags in data is
calculated as
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FIG. 2 (color online). Top: two-dimensional distribution in the
recoil mass and nRX for selected Ds-tags. Bottom: B!Ds ! "#""
as a function of nTX; the final result is shown as the dark-shaded
region. For comparison, the 2006 world average value [11] and
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combined D+
s → µ+ν and fDs

results
HFAG-Charm In Progress [courtesy of Alan Schwartz]

Rather than fDs “measurements”,

one combines compatible B or B/B

CLEO-c τ : next speaker

Belle µν absolute:
σ ∼ 2× σCLEO-c

BaBar leads B/Bφπ:
σ ∼ 0.45× σCLEO-c

B(Ds → φπ) errors then

inflated to account (once∗)

for differing φ windows

democratic final fit:
σµν ∼ στν ∼ 2

3σB/Bφπ

B-factories: ≈ 20% weight in fDs
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5 5.5 6 6.5 7

B(D
s
!"#) (%)

World average
 5.61 ± 0.44 %

CLEOC 2009 "!e
 5.30 ± 0.47 ± 0.22 %

CLEOC 2009 "!$
 6.42 ± 0.81 ± 0.18 %
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Belle µν absolute:
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BaBar leads B/Bφπ:
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B(Ds → φπ) errors then

inflated to account (once∗)

for differing φ windows

democratic final fit:
σµν ∼ στν ∼ 2

3σB/Bφπ

B-factories: ≈ 20% weight in fDs

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75

B(D
s
!µ") (%)

World average
 0.581 ± 0.043 %

CLEOC 2009
 0.565 ± 0.045 ± 0.017 %

BELLE 2007
 0.644 ± 0.076 ± 0.057 %
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World average
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BABAR 2007
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240 250 260 270 280 290 300

f
Ds

 (MeV)

World average
263.9 ±  6.7 MeV

!(D
s
!µ")/!(D

s
!#$)

280.2 ± 15.2 ±  2.0

B(D
s
!%")

259.7 ± 10.2 ±  1.8

B(D
s
!µ")

261.1 ±  9.9 ±  1.8
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